Publication

All accepted papers after proper registration and presentation will be published in International Conference Proceedings Series, which will be indexed by Ei Compendex and Scopus.

Submission

1. To submission system: http://confsys.iconf.org/submission/cvit2020
2. To conference mailbox: cvit@iact.net

Call for Papers

Computer Vision and Image Processing
- Face and Gesture Recognition
- Illumination and Reflectance Modeling
- Image and Video Retrieval
- Image Enhancement
- Medical Image Analysis
- Morphology and Blob Analysis
- Motion Analysis and Tracking
- Physics-Based Modeling

Machine Learning and Pattern Recognition
- Artificial Intelligence
- Symbolic Learning
- Biometrics Recognition
- Statistical Pattern Recognition
- Syntactic Pattern Recognition
- OCR, Document Analysis and Understanding
- Pattern Recognition in Biomedical Applications

Information Theory and Information Processing
- Artificial neural network
- Communication Theory and Systems
- Detection and imaging system
- Image-Based Modeling
- Intelligent Information Processing

Contact

10:00 - 17:30,
Time zone: GMT+8

cvit@iact.net
+86-18081079313
18080018263(Wechat)

Important Date

Submission Deadline: June 15, 2020
Notification of Acceptance: July 1, 2020
Registration: July 20, 2020